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Getting Started

1. Take 3, two-second draws to pre-prime cartridge.

2. Lightly twist Kurvana cartridge onto battery.

3. Prime device by taking 3 three-second draws.

4. Enjoy!

·  Please dose in intervals of 30-60 seconds.

·  Soft and short draws are recommended.

·  If device becomes too hot, please allow 2-3 minutes for  

   device to cool.

·  Do not use an incompatible device to power cartridge.
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Due to our high-powered CTEC coil, the cartridge will 

become extremely hot during excessive use. 

Caution
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·  Please dose in intervals of 30-60 seconds.

·  Soft and short draws are recommended.

·  If device becomes too hot, please allow 2-3 minutes for  

   device to cool.

·  Do not use an incompatible device to power cartridge.

We recommend pairing your Kurvana cartridge with our 

batteries for the best performance and durability. Our 

batteries are designed for optimal voltage and airflow. We 

recommend setting other devices to no more than:

3.3-3.7 Volts/11 Watts

Recommended Use
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Before and after attaching a cartridge to the battery, prime 

the cartridge by taking 3 slow draws to get the best vape 

experience. This allows the oil to absorb into the chamber for 

superior flavor. Failure to set up the device correctly may 

cause permanent damage to the heating element.  

Pre-Priming and Priming
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Effects will vary between individuals. Although rapid-acting 

Kurvana oils are often felt instantly for most, it may take some 

consumers up to 15 minutes to feel the full effect of our oils. 

Therefore, we recommend  waiting at least 15 minutes before 

administering an additional dose. The length of an inhalation 

will also impact the effect.  

Dosing Considerations

For less experienced and first time consumers, we recommned 

a starting dose of 3-5 seconds of inhalation. More 

experienced consumer may require a few doses to achieve 

their desired effects. 

Micro Dosing
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·  Buttonless

·  Automatic Power Voltage

·  350mAh Capacity

·  Optimized for High Airflow

·  10 Second Safety Timer

·  Quick Charge

Key Battery Features

Kurvana Buttonless Batteries are not compatible with 

“top airflow” cartridges offered by other manufacturers.

Note
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Device Overview

Buttonless Design

Crystal Clear Mouthpiece

Gold Plated Positive Pin

CTEC 2.0

350mAh Battery Cell

6 Unique Finishes

Optimized for High Airflow
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Battery in Use
Bottom LED (buttonless) 
turns on. 

10 Second Safety Timer
LED flashes 10 times 
when safety timer is 
triggerd.

Short Circuit Protection
LED flashes 10 times 
when faulty cartridge is 
detected.

Low Battery Indicator
LED flashes 10 times 
when battery is below 
3.3 V.

Charge Completed
Bottom LED (Buttonless) 
turns off. 

Battery Charging
LED illuminates when 
connected to charger. 
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Battery LED Functions
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·  Detach cartridge from battery when not in use for extended  

   periods of time.

·  Store cartridge in cool and dim light with original       

   packaging.

·  Keep positive pins clean by using a cotton swab and      

   rubbing alcohol. 

Connected to Power
Battery illuminates when 
connected to power 
source.

Use the Kurvana charger 
included for best charge 
times.

Charger LED Functions

Pro Tip

Storing and Maintenance
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·  Detach cartridge from battery when not in use for extended  

   periods of time.

·  Store cartridge in cool and dim light with original       

   packaging.

·  Keep positive pins clean by using a cotton swab and      

   rubbing alcohol. 

No Vapor?

When a cartridge is overtightened, the positive pin can recess 

inside the 510 connector. Use a small tool to pry out the 

center pin back to its original position.

Battery Not Charging?

Make sure the battery is not overtightened and the charger’s

positive pin has not recessed inside the 510 connector. Use a 

small tool to pry out the center pin back to its original position. 

Always use a Kurvana charger for optimum use. 

Quick Troubleshooting
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In the rare event of a defect, you may return product to the 

original licensed retailer up to 21 days after purchase. We 

recommend calling the retailer prior to your arrival to ensure 

the defect falls under their exchange policy. If you experience 

any difficulties exchanging the defective product, email 

hello@kurvana.com for further assistance. We stand behind 

our products and want consumers to be 100% satisfied. 

Please visit our website at kurvana.com for our Returns and 

Exchanges Policy.

Returns and Exchanges
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·  Do not use battery or devices that appear damaged. 

·  Do not remove oil from cartridge. 

·  Do not remove or tamper with mouthpiece. 

·  Do no drop, damage, or tamper with battery.

·  Do not over tighten cartridge or charger to battery or  

   connect cartridge improperly.

·  Do not shake vigorously for extended periods of time.

·  Do not draw consecutively for more than 3 puffs without     

   giving cartridge time to cool down (approx. 2 minutes).

·  Chain vaping may cause health issues, overheating,       

   malfunction, leaking, clogging, burns and / or injuries. 

·  Do not expose cartridge or devices to extreme, sudden  

   pressure changes. 

·  Avoid direct sunlight or leaving product in a car on a hot,  

   sunny day. 

Key Battery Features
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